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Abstract—Multicore architectures have been ruling the recent microprocessor design trend. This is due to different reasons: better
performance, thread-level parallelism bounds in modern applications, ILP diminishing returns, better thermal/power scaling (many
small cores dissipate less than a large and complex one), and the ease and reuse of design. This paper presents a thorough evaluation
of multicore architectures. The architecture that we target is composed of a configurable number of cores, a memory hierarchy
consisting of private L1, shared/private L2, and a shared bus interconnect. We consider a benchmark set composed of several parallel
shared memory applications. We explore the design space related to the number of cores, L2 cache size, and processor complexity,
showing the behavior of the different configurations/applications with respect to performance, energy consumption, and temperature.
Design trade-offs are analyzed, stressing the interdependency of the metrics and design factors. In particular, we evaluate several chip
floorplans. Their power/thermal characteristics are analyzed, showing the importance of considering thermal effects at the architectural
level to achieve the best design choice.
Index Terms—Chip multiprocessor, design-space exploration, thermal-aware microarchitectures, power/performance.
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
MAINsemiconductor companies have recently proposedmicroprocessor solutions composed of a few cores
integrated on a single chip [1], [2], [3]. This approach,
named Chip Multiprocessor (CMP), permits one to effi-
ciently deal with power/thermal issues dominating deep-
submicron technologies and makes it easy to exploit thread-
level parallelism of modern applications.
Power has been recognized as a first-class design
constraint [4], and many literature work targets analysis
and optimization of power consumption. Issues related to
chip thermal behavior have been addressed only recently,
but this emerged as one of the most important factors to
determine a wide range of architectural decisions [5].
Temperature considerations themselves are one of the main
reasons that determined the shift toward multicore archi-
tectures. These systems indeed feature more even power
density and do not show dramatic temperature peaks, as
can be for complex single-processor designs.
High temperatures result in increased static power
consumption and transient fault rate [6], [7], affecting the
normal execution characteristics of a processor. These
situations, known as thermal emergencies, must be handled
by specific Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) techni-
ques, which typically consist of reducing operating voltages
or throttling the processor speed, thus harming the processor
performance.
To quantitatively illustrate the impact of temperature on
leakage energy, we report some numbers obtained from
PTM BSIM4 models [8] (see Table 1), showing the increase
in leakage current for 65-nm, 45-nm, and 32-nm technology
nodes and the sensitivity of the leakage to the temperature
at 60, 80, and 100 C. Although reliability is not the topic in
this paper, we furthermore recall some results presented by
Srinivasan et al. [6]. They state that temperature variations
of 5 C at 70-75C correspond to approximately 50 percent
more Failures in Time (FITs).
The impact of static power dissipation is increasing in
future technologies (see Table 1), approximately 30 percent
more per technology node. This makes leakage-aware
designs especially important. In addition, future chips are
forecast to be much more complex and dense, leading to
higher global temperatures and reliability problems. Tem-
perature dependence of the leakage, assumed to be around
2 percent in this paper, is also forecast to be more important
in the future, since this is bound to the dramatic degrada-
tion of the subthreshold slope [9], [10] foreseen for deep-
nanometer-era technologies.
For these reasons, thermal-aware design is important,
allowing for early evaluating the possible thermal profile of
the chip. Nevertheless, architecting the components of a
CMP can be nontrivial if we try to maximize multiple
design objectives, like low-energy consumption and high-
performance, under temperature/power density con-
straints. The main goal of this paper is to provide a
framework for the evaluation of multicore architectures,
taking temperature and power interactions into account.
Our target CMP consists of multiple cores of different
complexities. Each processor owns private instruction and
data L1 caches, and it has either a private or a shared
L2 cache. The private-L2 approach has been proposed for
some industrial products so far, for example, the Intel
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Montecito [1] and Pentium D [11], the AMD Opteron [12],
and the recently announced IBM Power6 [13]. It maximizes
design reuse, since this architectural style does not require
the redesign of the secondary cache, as it would be for an
L2 shared architecture. On the other hand, sharing the
L2 cache (for example, the IBM Power5 [3], Sun Niagara [2],
and Intel Core Duo [14]), typically offers a lower miss rate
and potentially better performance. Nevertheless, the de-
signs of the on-chip interconnect and of the L2 cache itself
are more complex in this last scenario.
Unlike much recent work about the design-space
explorations of CMPs, we consider parallel shared memory
applications, which can be considered the natural workload
for a small-scale multiprocessor. We target several scientific
programs and multimedia ones. Scientific applications
represent the traditional benchmark for multiprocessor,
whereas multimedia programs represent a promising way
of improving parallelism in everyday computing.
Our experimental framework consists of a detailed
microarchitectural simulator [15], integrated with Wattch
[16] and CACTI [17] power models. Thermal effects have
been modeled inside each functional unit by using HotSpot
[5]. We account for leakage energy by integrating an
accurate temperature-dependent model [18]. This environ-
ment makes a fast and accurate exploration of the target
design space possible.
Our main contribution is the analysis of several design
energy/performance trade-offs when varying the core
complexity, L2 cache size, and number of cores for parallel
applications. In particular, we discuss the interdependence
of energy/thermal efficiency, performance, and architectur-
al-level chip floorplan. This paper extends our previous
work [19] by considering also shared-L2 CMPs, which have
not been discussed in [19].
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
related work. The target design space and the description of
the considered architecture are presented in Section 3. The
experimental framework used in this paper is introduced in
Section 4. Section 5 discusses performance/energy/thermal
results for the proposed configurations. Section 6 presents
an analysis of the spatial distribution of the temperature
(chip thermal maps) for selected chip floorplans. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2 RELATED WORK
Several work has explored the design space of CMPs from
the point of view of different metrics and application
domains. This paper extends previous work in several
ways. In the following paragraphs, we analyze previous
work in this area, highlighting the differences with respect
to this paper.
2.1 Design-Space Exploration for Chip
Multiprocessors
Similarly to our work, several papers have explored the
core/memory design space. Huh et al. [20] evaluate the
impact of several design factors on performance. The
authors discuss the interactions of core complexity, cache
hierarchy, and available off-chip bandwidth for a workload
composed of single-threaded applications. A similar study
was conducted by Ekman and Stenstrom [21] for scientific
parallel programs also targeting dynamic power. Never-
theless, these work do not consider leakage power and
temperature effects.
In [22] and [23], Li and Martinez study the power/
performance implications of parallel computing on CMPs.
They use a mixed analytical-experimental model to explore
parallel efficiency, the number of processors used, and
voltage/frequency scaling. The same authors [24] propose a
technique to dynamically adapt the number of active
processors and voltage/frequency levels.
Li et al. [25] conduct a thorough exploration of the
multidimensional design space for CMPs for single-
threaded applications. They show that thermal constraints
dominate other physical constraints such as pin bandwidth
and power delivery.
These work [22], [23], [24], [25] are orthogonal to ours.
Our experimental framework is similar to the one in [22]
and [24]. We also consider parallel applications and the
benchmarks as in [24]. The power model that we use
accounts for thermal effects on leakage energy, but unlike
the authors of [22], [23], and [24], we also provide a
temperature-dependent model for the whole chip. In
addition, unlike Li et al. [25], our leakage model accounts
for leakage at smaller granularity inside each processor/
memory unit.
Hsu et al. [26] explore “future” large-scale CMPs running
server workload. They study a three-level cache hierarchy
and the related design space. In this paper, we prefer
focusing on two-core to eight-core CMPs, as forecast for the
next years.
Finally, in [27], Kumar et al. provide a joint analysis of
CMP architectures and on-chip interconnections. The
authors show the importance of considering interconnect
while designing a CMP, arguing that careful codesign of the
interconnection and the other architectural entities is
needed. This work served as the basis for the floorplans
that we used in this work, suggesting us the basic
placement techniques for cores and buses.
2.2 Temperature-Aware Architectures
Wehave alreadymentioned severalwork that account for the
chip temperature as an important metric to evaluate multi-
core architectures from a system perspective [22], [23], [24],
[25], [28]. Some papers have also appeared so far, proposing
the exploration of temperature control techniques and
temperature-awaremicroarchitectures. For example, Donald
and Martonosi [29] focus on thermal-management techni-
ques. They explore global and distributed DVFS, thread
migration, and control-theoreticmechanisms. Chaparro et al.
[30]. present the organization of a distributed, thus tempera-
ture-aware, front end for clustered microarchitectures.
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TABLE 1
Leakage Current and Thermal Variations
for Future Technologies
In [31], Sankaranarayanan et al. discuss some issues
related to chip floorplanning for single-core processors. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, the problem of
architectural-level floorplan has not been addressed for
what concerns multicore architectures. Several chip floor-
plans have been proposed as instrumental to thermal/
power models, but the interactions of floorplanning issues
and CMP power/performance characteristics have not been
addressed up to now. Our paper provides the first study on
CMP floorplans.
Ku et al. [32] analyze the interdependence of tempera-
ture and leakage energy in cache memories, proposing
some temperature-aware cache management techniques. In
our paper, we account for temperature effects on leakage in
the memory hierarchy, giving a quantitative description of
its spatial distribution in the caches.
Overall, this paper differentiates from the previous ones,
since it combines power/performance exploration for
parallel applications and interactions with the chip floor-
plan. At the same time, our model takes the thermal effects
and the temperature dependence of leakage energy into
account.
3 DESIGN SPACE
We consider a shared-memory multiprocessor, composed
of several independent out-of-order cores, communicating
on a shared bus. Microarchitecture details are shown in
Section 4, whereas in this section, we focus on the target
design space. This is composed of the following architecture
parameters:
. L2 cache architecture (private or shared).We account for
two different design styles for the L2 cache: private
and owned by each core or shared among all the
processors.
. Number of cores (2, 4, or 8). This is the number of cores
present in the system.
. Issue width (2, 4, 6, or 8). We modulate the number of
instructions that can be issued in parallel to integer/
floating-point reservation stations. According to this
parameter, manymicroarchitectural blocks are scaled
(seeTable 2 for details). The issuewidth is therefore an
index of the core complexity.
. L2 cache size (1, 2, 4, or 8 Mbytes). This is the total size
of the L2 cache. For private-L2 CMPs, this number
represents the aggregate cache size1; that is, each
processor L2 is actually this number divided by the
number of cores.
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The simulation infrastructure that we use in this paper is
composed of a microarchitecture simulator modeling a
configurable CMP, power models, floorplan models, and a
temperature modeling tool.
4.1 Performance Simulator and Benchmarks
The CMP simulator is SESC [15]. It models a multiprocessor
composed of a configurable number of cores. Table 2
reports the main parameters of simulated architectures.
Each core is an out-of-order superscalar processor, with
private-L1 caches. The four-issue microarchitecture models
the Alpha 21264 [33]. For any different issue width, all the
processor structures have been scaled accordingly, as
shown in Table 2.
Interprocessor communication develops on a high-
bandwidth shared bus (57 gigabyte per second (GB/s)),
pipelined and clocked at half of the core clock (see Table 2).
Coherence protocol acts directly among L2 (or L1 for
shared-L2 CMP) caches, and it is MESI snoopy based. For
the private-L2 CMP, the protocol requires additional
invalidates/writes between L1 and L2 caches to ensure
coherence of the data. Memory ordering is ruled by a weak
consistency model.
The latency of each cache and memory access has been
considered uniform (we used CACTI estimates to model
cache latencies, as shown in Table 2). This is consistent with
current commercial implementations. Nevertheless, a Non-
uniform Cache Access (NUCA) cache could result in a
better design, especially for large shared caches, as
proposed by Beckmann and Wood [34]. Accounting for
this kind of system is out of the scope of this paper, since we
focus on up to 8-Mbyte cache and benchmarks with a
working set of a few megabytes; thus, that is not suitable to
properly evaluate large caches.
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TABLE 2
Architecture Configuration
Issue-width parameters are in boldface. They are used as representa-
tives of a core configuration throughout this paper.
1. In this paper, we mostly use the aggregate cache size, often referred to as
the total cache size or cache size. We sometimes use the cache size of each
cache when the single cache needs to be referred.
Table 3 lists the benchmarks that we selected. They are
three scientific applications from the Splash-2 suite [35] and
MPEG2 encoder/decoder from ALPbench [36]. All bench-
marks have been run up to completion, and statistics have
been collected on the whole program run after skipping
initialization. For thermal simulations, we used the power
trace related to the whole benchmark simulation (dumped
every 10,000 cycles). We used a standard data set for
Splash-2, whereas we were limited to 10 frames for the
MPEG2. In Table 3, we show the total number of graduated
instructions for each application. This number is fairly
constant across all the simulated configurations for all the
benchmarks, except for FMM and VOLREND. This varia-
tion (23 percent to 24 percent) is related to different thread
spawning and synchronization overhead as the number of
cores is scaled.
4.2 Floorplans
For each configuration, in terms of the number of cores and
L2 cache (architecture and size), we consider a different
chip floorplan. As in some related work on thermal analysis
[5], the floorplan of the core is modeled on the AlphaEv6
(21264) [33]. The area of several units (register files, issue
and Ld/St queues, rename units, and FUs) has been scaled
according to size and complexity [37]. Each floorplan has
been redesigned to minimize dead spaces and not to
increase the delay of the critical loops.
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the methodology used to build the
floorplans thatweuse for private and sharedL2, respectively.
For private L2, the two-core layout is used as the base unit to
build larger CMPs. To obtain a reasonable aspect ratio, we
defined two different layouts: one for small caches, where
each L2 is 256 and 512 Kbytes (Fig. 1a), and another one for
large caches,where eachL2 is 1,024 and2,048Kbytes (Fig. 1b).
The floorplans for four and eight cores are built by using the
two-core floorplan as the base unit. The base unit for small
caches is shown in Fig. 1a. Core 0 (P0) and core 1 (P1) are
placed side by side. The L2 caches are placed in front of each
core. In the base unit for large caches (Fig. 1b), the L2 is split in
two pieces: one in front of the core and the other one beside it.
This way, each processor+cache unit is roughly squared. For
four and eight cores, this floorplan is replicated and possibly
mirrored, trying to obtain the aspect ratio, which most
approximates 1 (a perfect square).2 Figs. 1c and 1d show how
the four-core and eight-core floorplans have been obtained
respectively from the two-core and four-core floorplans.
On the other hand, for shared-L2 CMPs, we used
different base units for two, four, and eight cores, as shown
in Fig. 2a. In this case, the base unit consists of the cores and
the bus. The L2 cache is therefore placed on one or two
sides of the base unit, as illustrated in Fig. 2b. Notice that a
small L2 (with respect to the base unit) will fit on one side of
the base unit, whereas a larger one will be placed on two
sides, leaving the processors in a corner of the chip. For
example, for a four-core four-issue CMP, if the L2 is smaller
or equal to 4 Mbytes, it will fit on the bottom side. The 8-
Mbyte L2 will be on two sides.
For any cache/core configurations, each floorplan has
the shape/organization as outlined in Figs. 1 and 2 but has
different size (these have been omitted for the sake of
clarity). Table 4 shows the chip area for each design. For
each configuration, the shared bus is placed according to
the communication needs. The size is derived from [27].
4.3 Power and Thermal Model
The power model integrated in the simulator is based on
Wattch [16] for processor structures, CACTI [17] for caches,
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TABLE 3
Benchmarks
Fig. 1. Chip floorplans for private-L2 CMPs: base units for two cores
(each L2 is (a) 256 and 512 Kbytes or (b) 1,024 and 2,048 Kbytes) and
schemes for (c) four cores and (d) eight cores.
Fig. 2. Chip floorplans for shared-L2 CMPs. (a) Base units for two, four,
and eight cores. (b) Cache placement.
2. This maximizes the number of chips per wafer.
and Orion [38] for buses. The thermal model is based on
HotSpot-3.0.2 [5]. HotSpot uses dynamic power traces and a
chip floorplan to drive thermal simulation. As outputs, it
provides transient behavior and steady-state temperature.
According to [5], we chose a standard cooling solution
featuring thermal resistance of 1.0 K/W. We chose an
ambient air temperature of 45 C. We carefully select initial
temperature values to ensure that the thermal simulation
rapidly converges to a stationary state. This is needed, since
thermal simulations may take a relatively long time to
converge.
In detail, the thermal model allows for numerically
solving the heat equation for the chip:
r2T þ 1
k
qgenðT Þ ¼ c
k
@T
@t
; ð1Þ
where k is the thermal diffusivity,  is the density, and c is
the specific heat. T ¼ fðt; x; y; zÞ is the time-dependent
temperature of the chip, and qgen ¼ fðT ; t; x; y; zÞ is the
temperature-dependent internal power generation per unit
volume, which is determined by the power-dissipating
elements of the chip. In our model, these are modeled as
active power source and leakage power source as follows:
qgenðt; x; yÞ ¼ PDðt; x; yÞ þ PLðT; x; yÞ; ð2Þ
where PD is the dynamic power dissipation of the unit
volume, as obtained from Wattch and CACTI. The leakage
model PL is based on the work of Liao et al. [18]. According
to the model, the power per unit volume is
PL ¼ NiVdd AiT 2e
jVddþj
T þBjejVddþj
 
; ð3Þ
where Ni is the gate density, which depends on the gate
density of each microarchitecture block, similar to [39]. Vdd
is the operating voltage, and Aj, Bj, j, j, j, and j are the
model parameters, whose values differ, depending on the
technology (RAM, memory logic, and processor logic) for
each microarchitecture block, as in [18].
HotSpot has been augmented with the temperature-
dependent leakage model, which is sketched above. This
way, temperature dependency is modeled by varying the
amount of leakage according to the proper distribution. At
each iteration of the thermal simulation, the leakage
contribution is calculated and “injected” into each HotSpot
grid element. In summary, for each grid element, the
following illustrates the iterative calculation of the tem-
perature at time kþ 1, which depends on the leakage
computed at time k:
T ðkþ 1Þ ¼ fðPD þ PLðT ðkÞÞÞ: ð4Þ
5 PERFORMANCE AND ENERGY EVALUATION
This section describes the results obtained for the target
design space in terms of system-level metrics. In detail, the
metrics that we consider are the following:
. Delay. We measure the performance of the system
when running a given parallel application by using
the execution time (or delay). This is computed as the
time needed to complete the execution of the
program.
. Energy.We use the system energy, that is, the energy
needed to run a given application, as our energy-
efficiency metric.
. Temperature.We account for thermal effects, and we
therefore report the average temperature across the chip
and themaximum temperature (the hottest temperature
of the chip). In this paper, we refer to temperature
numbers as the temporal mean of the physical
temperature (time dependent), which may be mea-
sured by hardware sensors. Despite that absolute
variation of the average temperature is relatively
small, at most few degrees, we think that this figure is
a proxy for the global heating of the chip.
. Energy delay product (EDP). The EDP is typically
used to evaluate energy delay trade-offs. In addition,
we give a discussion of EDnP optimality for the
considered design space. This can be useful when
considering a different Energy Delay metric, like
Energy Delay2 product (ED2P), typically adopted for
high-performance systems, since it gives higher
priority to performance over power.
Fig. 3 reports all data for our design space. We base most
of our analysis on average values (arithmetic mean) across
all the simulated benchmarks. Only when needed to get
more insight do we refer to the single benchmark.
5.1 Level-2 Cache
Generally speaking, the shared-L2 architecture achieves
better performance (see Figs. 3a and 3b). This is due to the
positive effect of the sharing. The gain is approximately
10percent for two-issueprocessors,whereas it becomesmore
appreciable when comparing wider cores (30 percent).
Private L2 suffers from coherency misses, as we shall see
shortly. This makes also that the shared L2 better exploit the
memory-level parallelism. On the other hand, a shared L2
features higher latency. Nevertheless, the impact of the
increased latency on the performance seems not appreciable
for the considered benchmarks. The impact of the L2 cache
size is at amaximumof 4percent to 5percent (from1Mbyte to
8 Mbytes) when the other parameters are fixed.
Table 5 shows some more insight regarding the L2 cache
for each benchmark. The number of misses is overall small:
at most a few tens of misses per 10,000 instructions. This is
because our benchmarks feature a standard data set fitting
in a few megabytes. We report the number of misses per
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TABLE 4
Chip Area (in Square Millimeters)
instruction, which we think is a fair metric for comparing
two different cache architectures (private and shared) with
different L2 accesses count. Consider, for example, that the
L1s in the private-L2 architectures must be write through,
thus making a large number of writes (hit) to the L2.
The IPC is quite sensitive to the cache size for VOLREND
and FMM, impacting up to 17 percent. Table 5 also reports
the average line occupation (that is, the average time that a
line is not invalid). The ILP unveiled by the shared-L2
architecture covers the increased misses due to the conflicts
of the working sets of the different cores. The shared-L2
architecture permits a larger number of in-flight load/stores
in the memory system, which is otherwise forbidden by the
private L2. In fact, in this case, every write propagates,
causing significant serialization. For mpeg2dec/enc, WATER-
NS, the IPC trend is almost independent of the cache size. In
addition, notice that larger private L2 caches cannot be
completely filled with useful lines, mostly because of the
protocol invalidates (for example, in the case of the 8-Mbyte
cache, the line occupation may drop below 10 percent). This
is due to the coherency misses for these applications. In fact,
the shared-L2 architectures, which does not suffer from
coherency misses, always features nearly full occupation
with fewer misses.
Regarding energy, when comparing private-L2 and
shared-L2 architectures (Figs. 3c and 3d), you can observe
that shared-L2 CMPs feature a significant reduction of the
energy. This is mostly a consequence of the execution time
reduction, which reduces the static energy as well. For two-
core architectures, the energy reduction is approximately
20 percent. This becomes larger, scaling the number of
processors: 30 percent for four cores and 45 percent for eight
cores.
The absolute variation of the average temperature is at
most 1:7=3:5 C around 62 C (private/shared L2) (see
Figs. 3e and 3f). Since L2 caches occupy most of the chip, it
also indicates that the L2 temperature is approximately
independent of most parameters. Most differences can be
abducted to changes in the core temperature, which can be
quite significant and will be discussed in Section 6.
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Fig. 3. System-level metrics. Each group of bars (L2 cache varying) is labeled with <#procs>-<issue width>. (a) Delay: private L2. (b) Delay: shared
L2. (c) Energy: private L2. (d) Energy: shared L2. (e) Average temperature: private L2. (f) Average temperature: shared L2. (g) Maximum
temperature: private L2. (h) Maximum temperature: shared L2.
Table 6 reports the average andmaximum temperature for
four-core four-issue 1-Mbyte L2 architectures for every
benchmark. For other cache sizes, the temperatures are quite
similar. An important maximum temperature difference (up
to 12 C) exists for FMM and VOLREND between shared-L2
and private-L2 systems. This corresponds to a hotspot in the
processor core (Load/Store Queue) for these benchmarks. In
the next sections, we shall go into more details about this.
FMM and VOLREND also feature the highest misses per
instruction (see Table 5). Thismeans that theLoad/StoreUnit
(and the memory system) is much more stressed. Other
benchmarks showing a different memory behavior do not
show these temperature differences.
5.2 Number of Cores
When scaling the system from 2 to 4 and from four to eight
processors, the delay is reduced by 47 percent each step.
This trend is homogeneous across other parameter varia-
tions: it is also similar for shared or private L2. It means that
high parallel efficiency is achieved by these applications
and that the communication overhead is not appreciable.
With regard to energy, it can be seen that when the
number of processors is increased, the system energy
typically slightly decreases although the area increases.
For example, regarding private L2, for a four-issue 4-Mbyte
configuration, the energy decrease rate is 20 percent, from
two cores to four cores, and eight percent, from four cores to
eight cores. For shared L2, the same behavior can be
observed. In fact, the leakage energy increase due to the
larger chip is dominated by the reduction of the execution
time or the power-on time (that is, the time that the chip is
leaking is shorter). Notice that clock gating3 has no effect on
the leakage. In fact, it affects the sole active power. On the
other hand, we do not consider power supply gating.
With regard to temperature, the average temperature
highlights some trends for the shared-L2 eight-core CMPs,
featuring higher chip temperature (approximately 1 C). It
should be pointed out that the floorplan for eight cores is
built with a base unit composed of a tight cluster of eight
processors (see Fig. 2). In this case, thermal coupling may
exist among the cores.
5.3 Issue Width
By varying the issue width, for a given processor count and
L2 size, a larger speedup is observedwhenmoving from two
to four issues (21 percent to 32 percent for two-core private/
shared L2). If the issue width is furthermore increased, the
improvement of thedelay saturates for privateL2 (5.5percent
fromfour to six issues and3.3percent fromsix to eight issues),
whereas for shared L2, the speedup is 23 percent from four to
six issues and 20 percent from six to eight issues. This trend is
also seen (but not that dramatically) for the configurations of
four and eight cores.
Energy has a minimum at four issues. This occurs for two,
four, and eight processors and for private/shared L2. The
four-issue cores offer the best balance between complexity,
power consumption, and performance. The two-issuemicro-
architecture cannot efficiently extract available ILP (leakage
due to delay dominates). Eight-issue processor cores need
much more energy to extract little more parallelism with
respect to four-issue and six-issue ones.
The energy of the shared-L2 architectures is less sensitive
to the variation of the issue width. For example, for four-
core 4-Mbyte L2, the energy variation is at most 25 percent
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TABLE 5
IPC, L2 Miss/Instruction, and Occupation for Each Benchmark for Four-Core Four-Issue CMPs
and Different L2 Architectures and Sizes
3. We assume simple clock gating for each processor structure and
caches.
TABLE 6
Peak/Average Temperature for Each Benchmark for Four-Core
Four-Issue 1-Mbyte L2 CMPs
for shared L2, whereas this is 40 percent for private L2. As
we have already observed, the private-L2 and the shared-L2
architectures exploit differently the available issue width;
that is, shared L2 is typically more efficient. For this reason,
for a shared-L2 architecture, an increase in the issue width
results in a performance and energy benefits, despite the
increased complexity.
Temperature is influenced by the actual floorplan of the
core. We shall go into more details in Section 6, but for
example, you can easily notice that four-issue cores get
much hotter than the others. This is because this layout is
more compact than the others.
5.4 Core/Level-2 Dynamic/Static Energy Breakdown
The dynamic/static energy breakdown depends on the
several architectural parameters. As shown in Fig. 4, all
dimensions of our design space determine the distribution
of these energy components. Some interesting points can be
summarized as follows:
. The shared-L2 CMPs feature a larger fraction of
dynamic energy with respect to the private-L2 ones.
This is because the L2 miss stall time (power on) is
better hidden by shared-L2 architectures.
. The fraction of dynamic energy for a private-L2
memory system is quite large. This is due to the
replicated structures for accessing the caches.
. Increasing the cache size reduces the pressure on
several processor units (for example, the Load/Store
Queues), making dynamic and static energy in the
cores smaller, whereas the cache energy increases, as
expected for larger caches.
. Wider processors make dynamic energy in the
processors increase because of the complexity of
the microarchitecture.
The L2 cache represents the main contributor to chip
area, so it affects leakage energy considerably and makes
the energy scale linearly with the L2 cache size. The total
static energy for our simulations ranges from 80 percent
(two-core two-issue 8-Mbyte L2) down to 30 percent (eight-
core eight-issue 1-Mbyte L2). See Fig. 4, which shows the
energy breakdown in terms of the dynamic/static and
core/L2 components. These numbers are congruent with
estimates/prediction for 70-nm technologies [40], [41].
Notice that even if the leakage forecast for a given
technology node may be more conservative, the data shown
in Fig. 4 refers to the energy consumption of a specific
application/architecture, which can dramatically vary with
respect to the nominal leakage breakdown.
5.5 Energy Delay
Fig. 5 shows the Energy Delay scatter plot for the design
space. Some curves with constant EDP are reported to better
evaluate this metric. Furthermore, all the points of the
energy-efficient families [42] for the private-L2 (black circles)
and shared-L2 (red squares) architecture are connected with
lines (one for each architecture). In the Energy Delay plane,
these points form a convex hull of all possible configura-
tions for a given design space (private L2, shared L2, or the
joint space). Each point of the energy-efficient family is
optimal for an EDnP metric for any given n.
The energy-efficient family for the shared L2 is also the
energy-efficient family for the whole design space. This
means that the shared-L2 architectures are optimal for any
EDnP for all the design space.
We can also characterize the two families regarding the
hardware intensity.4 In particular, the energy-efficient family
for the shared L2 is composed by the configurations with
eight cores and four, six, and eight issues. These points lay
on a constant EDP curve; that is, they have unitary hardware
intensity. This means that moving among these configura-
tions, energy and delay are traded off nearly perfectly.
For the private-L2 architectures, the energy-efficient
family is split into two pieces: one featuring high hardware
intensity (eight cores and four, six, and eight issues) and
another with low hardware intensity (actually, only one
configuration), optimal for energy but not for delay. The
usage of the L2 cache and issue width in private-L2 CMPs is
less efficient,5 so larger caches cannot be entirely translated
into performance gain.
In this case (private L2), the best configuration from the
Energy Delay point of view is well defined: the eight-core
four-issue 1-Mbyte L2. This is optimal for the EDnP, with
n < 2:5, as it can be intuitively observed in Fig. 5. If n  2:5,
the optimum moves to 4-Mbyte L2 and, therefore, to the
points of the energy-efficient family with higher hardware
intensity.
The shared-L2 CMPs better exploit large cache and wide
issue: although a clear EDP minimum exists for private L2
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4. Hardware intensity is defined as the ratio of the relative increase in
energy to the corresponding relative gain in performance achievable by
architectural modification. See [42] for a detailed discussion.
5. This is in terms of hardware intensity; that is, more energy is needed
for some performance improvement.
Fig. 4. Energy breakdown (leakage/dynamic/core/L2). Each group of bars (L2 cache varying) is labeled with <#procs>-<issue width>. (a) Private L2.
(b) Shared L2.
(eight-core four-issue 1-Mbyte L2), this is notwell defined for
shared L2. Moreover, larger caches and wider cores seem
preferred. In this case, the optimumconfiguration seems tobe
eight cores, six issues, and 4 Mbytes, even if all the
configurations of the energy-efficient family are close in EDP.
Notice that when considering physical constraints such as
power delivery or maximum operating temperature, the
design spacemay come to be pruned. In particular, regarding
shared-L2 CMPs, power/temperature considerations may
exclude eight cores and four/six/eight issues, and four-core
six-issue 1/2/4-Mbyte L2 (consider, for example, that the
maximumpower is 100W, and themaximum temperature is
75 C). In this case, the optimal configuration would shift to
the eight-core two-issue 1-Mbyte L2,which, due to the simple
core, features better power/temperature characteristics.
6 TEMPERATURE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
This section discusses the spatial distribution of the
temperature (that is, the chip thermal map) and its
relationship with the floorplan design. We first analyze
several different floorplan designs for CMPs. We then
discuss the energy and temperature of the microarchitec-
tural units of the processors. Finally, we analyze the
temperature distribution while varying the complexity of
the processor design (that is, the issue width).
6.1 Floorplan Evaluation
The main goal of this section is to understand how system-
level floorplan designs impact on-chip thermal behavior.
Several floorplan topologies, featuring different core/cache
placements, are analyzed. We reduce the scope of this part
of the work to four-core four-issue CMPs and L2 cache size
of 1 and 4 Mbytes to model a system composed of Alpha-
like processors. Similar results are obtained for the other
configurations.
Different floorplans correspond to different circuit
delays. We designed the floorplans under evaluation,
striving for minimizing the differences. The main issues
are related to L2 cache design. Nevertheless, we believe that
for the early evaluation phase of a design space, assuming
uniform cache access, delay differences could be neglected
for the floorplans corresponding to the same architecture.
The power traces are from the WATER-NS benchmark.
We selected this application as representative of the
behavior of all the benchmarks. In particular, this bench-
mark stresses both the integer and floating-point arithmetic
of the processor and the memory system. The conclusions
drawn in this analysis apply for each simulated application.
We accounted for differences in the floorplans while
performing the thermal simulation, properly modifying
the power distribution in the cache banks.6
Figs. 6 and 7 show the additional floorplans that we have
considered, in addition to those in Figs. 1 and 2. The
floorplans are classified with respect to the processor
position in the die:
. Lined up (Figs. 6b, 6d, and 2). Cores are lined up on a
side of the die. This configuration, along with the
following one (Centered), is common to private/
shared-L2 systems.
. Centered (Figs. 6a, 6c, 7b, and 6d). Cores are placed in
the middle of the die.
. Paired (Fig. 1). Cores are paired and placed on
alternate sides of the die.
. Corner (Figs. 7a and 7c, only shared L2). Cores are
placed in a corner of the die. Notice that for the 1-
Mbyte L2, the cache is only on one side of the cores.
The area and aspect ratio are roughly equivalent for each
cache size across different topologies.
We report the thermal map for each floorplan type and
cache size. This is the stationary solution as obtained by
HotSpot. We use the grid model, making sure that grid
spacing is 100 m for each floorplan. The grid spacing
determines the accuracy for the magnitudes of the hotspots,
since each grid point has somewhat the average tempera-
ture of 100 m 100 m surrounding it. Our constant grid
spacing setup ensures that the hotspot magnitude is
comparable across designs.
For each thermal map (for example, choose Figs. 8c and
10a), several common phenomena can be observed. Several
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Fig. 6. Private L2. Additional floorplans were taken into account for the
evaluation of the spatial distribution of the temperature. (a) 1 Mbyte,
centered. (b) 1 Mbyte, lined up. (c) 4 Mbytes, centered. (d) 4 Mbytes,
lined up.
6. Notice that for the layout of any different architectural configuration
(any point of the design space in Section 3), we conducted a different
power/performance simulation.
Fig. 5. Energy delay scatter plot for the simulated configurations.
Private-L2 configurations are the black circles, and shared-L2 config-
urations are the red squares. The dashed lines are EDP constant
curves.
temperature peaks correspond to each processor. This is
due to the hotspots in the core. In particular, for shared-L2
systems (for example, Fig. 10a), a dominant hotspot exists,
corresponding to the Load/Store Queue. For private-L2
architectures, several hotspots per processor coexist. Their
nature will be analyzed shortly in the next section. Caches,
in particular the L2 cache, and the shared bus are cooler,
apart from the portions that are heated because of the
proximity to the processors.
Private L2. Paired floorplans for 1 Mbyte (Fig. 8c) and 4
Mbytes (Fig. 9c) show similar thermal characteristics. The
temperature of the two hotspots of each core (the hottest is
the FP unit, whereas the other one is the INT Issue Queue
coupled with the Ld/St queue) ranges from 73.1 to 74.2 C
for the 1-Mbyte L2. The hottest peaks are the ones closest to
the die corners (FP units on the right side), since they
dispose of less spreading sides into the silicon. For the 4-
Mbyte L2 cache, the hotspot’s temperature is between 72.5
and 73.4. In this case, the hottest peaks are between each
core pair, due to the thermal coupling between processors.
The same phenomena appear for the lined-up floorplans
(Figs. 8a and 9a). The rightmost hotspots suffer from corner
effect, whereas the inner ones suffer from thermal coupling.
Fig. 8b shows an alternative design. Here, processors are
placed at the center of the die (see Fig. 6a). In addition, their
orientation is different, since they are back to back.
As can be observed in Table 7, the maximum tempera-
ture is lowered (1.6/1.8 C). In this case, this is due to the
increased spreading perimeter of the processors: two sides
are on the surrounding silicon, and another side is on the
bus (the bus goes across the die; see Fig. 6a). The centered
floorplans are the only ones with a fairly hot bus. In this
case, leakage in the bus can be significant. Furthermore, for
this floorplan, between the backs of the processors, the
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Fig. 7. Shared L2. Additional floorplans were taken into account for the
evaluation of the spatial distribution of the temperature. (a) 1 Mbyte,
corner. (b) 1 Mbyte, centered. (c) 4 Mbytes, corner. (d) 4 Mbytes,
centered.
Fig. 8. Thermal maps for private 1-Mbyte L2. (a) Lined up (Fig. 6b). (b) Centered (Fig. 6a). (c) Paired (Fig. 1).
Fig. 9. Thermal maps for private 4-Mbyte L2. (a) Lined up (Fig. 6d). (b) Centered (Fig. 6c). (c) Paired (Fig. 1).
temperature is quite “high” (69.4 C), unlike other floor-
plans featuring relatively “cold” backs (67.9 C).
For the 4-Mbyte centered floorplan (Fig. 9b) these
characteristics are less evident. The maximum temperature
decrease is only 0.4/1.2 C with respect to paired and lined-
up floorplans. In particular, it is small if compared with the
paired one. This is reasonable if considering that in the paired
floorplan, the cache (4 Mbyte) surrounds each pair of cores,
therefore providing enough spreading area.
Overall, the choice of the cache size and the relative
placement of the processors can be important in determining
the chip thermal map. Those layouts, where processors are
placed at the center and where L2 caches surround cores,
typically feature lower peak temperature. The temperature
decrease, with respect to alternative floorplans, is between 1
and 2 C. The impact on the system energy can be considered
negligible, since L2 leakage dominates. Despite this, such a
reduction in the hotspot temperature can lead to leakage
reduction localized in the hotspot sources.
SharedL2. Shared-L2 systemsdiffer fromprivate-L2 ones,
mainly for the hotspot on the Load/Store Queue (see Figs. 10
and 11). This is because the more efficient usage of the L2
reduces stall periods in the processors. Otherwise, L2 miss
stalls would reduce activity and cool the chip. According to
our model, this hotspot makes the leakage in the Load/Store
Queue increase by approximately 50 percent.
In general, this means that peak temperature, for four-
issue processors, is 2/3 C higher than private-L2 systems
(see Table 8). On the other hand, the average temperature is
basically unchanged. Notice that the behavior of the other
benchmarks may emphasize the difference between private
and shared L2 (see Table 6).
When comparing different floorplan topologies, the
same considerations for private-L2 systems hold. Centered
floorplans feature a slightly reduced peak temperature, but
in this case, gains are marginal (less than 1 C). Lined up and
Corner floorplans have the same thermal characteristics.
Since the Load/Store Queue hotspot is in the middle of the
processor, also, the effects of the proximity to the die edge
are not appreciable.
6.2 Processor Energy Breakdown
Table 9 shows some more insight into the core temperature
and energy consumption, reporting the energy breakdown
for private-L2 and shared-L2 CMPs (four-core 1-Mbyte L2)
and the associated maximum temperature for each func-
tional unit.
Similar to what we have already observed, the shared-L2
architecture features an hotspot in the Load/Store Queue,
whereas the private-L2 systems show multiple and smaller
heating sources. This can be motivated by looking at the
energy consumption of the Load/Store Queue, especially
for the dynamic energy. The phenomenon is more evident
for FMM and VOLREND. The other benchmarks still have a
hotspot in the Load/Store Queue, but there is not so much
difference between private and shared L2.
Both floating-point and integer ALUs consume a sig-
nificant fraction of the energy of the core. These units are
indeed quite hot, especially for computationally intensive
benchmarks. For example, consider the FPALU in all the
Splash-2 benchmarks, and IntALU for mpeg2.
Register files and issue queues result also hot, even if our
configuration for a four-issue core is not so aggressive
regarding these structures (see Table 2). As we shall see
shortly (Section 6.3), these become hotter when the issue
width is scaled up.
6.3 Processor Complexity
In Fig. 12, several thermal maps for different issue widths of
the processors are reported. We selected the WATER-NS
benchmark, a floating-point one, since this enables us to
discuss heating in both FP and Integer units. The CMP
configuration is two-core 1-Mbyte L2. We also chose the
private-L2 architecture, since it presents more varied
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TABLE 7
Private L2: Average and Maximum Chip Temperature for
Different Floorplans
Fig. 10. Thermal maps for shared 1-Mbyte L2. (a) Lined up (Fig. 2). (b) Centered (Fig. 7b). (c) Corner (Fig. 7a).
characteristics in terms of hotspots, whereas the shared-L2
architecture features only one hotspot per core (Load/Store
Queue).
The hottest units are the FP ALU, the Ld/St queue, and
the INT Issue Queue. Depending on the issue width, the
temperature of the INT Queue and the Ld/St vary. For two
and four issues, the FP ALU dominates, whereas as the
issue width is scaled up, the INT Queue and the Ld/St
become the hottest units of the die. This is due to the
superlinear increase in power density in these structures.
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TABLE 9
Breakdown for the Core Energy and Temperature of a Four-Core 1-Mbyte L2 CMP
Standard floorplans (see Figs. 1 and 2).
Fig. 11. Thermal maps for shared 4-Mbyte L2. (a) Lined up (Fig. 2). (b) Centered (Fig. 7d). (c) Corner (Fig. 7c).
Hotspot magnitude depends on issue width, that is, the
power density of the microarchitecture blocks, and on the
“compactness” of the floorplan. In the four-issue chip,
temperature peaks higher than in the six-issue one exist.
This is because the floorplan of the six-issue core has many
cold units surrounding hotspots (for example, see the FP
ALU hotspots). Interleaving hot and cold blocks is an
effective method to provide spreading silicon to hot areas.
Thermal coupling of hotspots exists for various units, as
shown in Fig. 12, and it is often caused by interprocessor
interaction. For example, in the two-issue floorplan, the Ld/
St queue of the left processor is thermally coupled with the
FP ALU of the right one. In the four-issue, the Integer
Execution Unit is warmed by the coupling between the LdSt
queue and FP ALU of the two cores. For what concerns
intraprocessor coupling, it can be observed for the four-
issue design between the FP ALU and the FP register file,
and in the eight-issue, it is between the INT Issue Queue
and the LdSt queue.
6.4 Discussion
Different factors determine hotspots in the processors.
Power density for each microarchitecture unit provides a
proxy to temperature but does not suffice in explaining
effects due to the thermal coupling and spreading area. It is
important to care about the geometric characteristics of the
floorplan. We summarize all those impacting on-chip
heating as follows:
. Proximity of hot units. If two or more hotspots come
close, this will produce thermal coupling and there-
fore locally raise the temperature.
. Relative positions of hot and cold units. A floorplan
interleaving hot and cold units will result in lower
global power density (therefore, lower temperature).
. Available spreading silicon. Units placed in such a
position, which limits its spreading perimeter, will
result in higher temperature, for example, the units
placed in a corner of the die.
These principles, all related to the common idea of
lowering the global power density, apply to the core
microarchitecture and the CMP system architecture. In the
first case, they suggest making not-too-close hot units, like
register files, instruction queues, etc. For what concerns
CMPs, they can be translated as follows:
. Proximity of the cores. The interaction between two
cores placed side by side can generate thermal
coupling between some units of the processors. For
example, see Fig. 13a, showing the cross section for
the centered layout of Fig. 9b. For VOLREND, the
proximity of the cores causes approximately 2 C
increase in the hotspot.
. Relative position of cores and caches. If L2 caches are
placed to surround the cores, this results in better
heat spreading and lower chip temperature. For
example (see Table 7), a centered floorplan has
nearly 2 C colder hotspots. In addition, caches can
be heated by the core. Fig. 13a shows the long-
itudinal cross section of Fig. 10a. The effects of the
hotspot in the core extend to the L1 caches
(approximately between 2 and 3 mm), which
experience a steep thermal gradient.
. Position of cores in the die. Processors placed at the
center of the die offer better thermal behavior with
respect to processors in the die corners or beside the
die edge. For example, the effects of the edges can be
observed in Fig. 13b for the backs of the processors
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Fig. 12. Thermal maps of two-core 1-Mbyte L2 CMP for WATER-NS, with varying issue widths (from left to right: two, four, six, and eight issues).
TABLE 8
Shared L2: Average and Maximum Chip Temperature for
Different Floorplans
that are at 65-75 C, instead of reaching the
temperature of the L2 caches (like, for example, in
Fig. 9b).
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Power/Thermal-aware design is one of the big issues to
address in developing future processor architectures. In this
paper, we discussed the impact of the choice of several
architectural parameters of CMPs on power/performance/
thermal metrics. Our conclusions apply to multicore
architectures composed of processors with private L2 cache
and running parallel applications.
We conducted an experimental evaluation of several
shared-L2 and private-L2 CMPs, considering temperature,
floorplan, and leakage effects. We showed that shared-L2
CMPs achieve better performance, energy, and EDP with
respect to private-L2 architectures. For the explored design
space, the optimal configuration (in terms of energy delay)
has eight cores, four or six issue width (private L2/shared
L2), and 1-Mbyte/4-Mbyte total L2 cache size. Nevertheless,
the shared-L2 CMPs feature an important hotspot in the
Load/store Queue, whereas this does not happen for
private-L2 systems.
We investigated how the design of the floorplan affects
the thermal behavior of the chip. We found that alternative
floorplan topologies lead to little variation in the chip
temperature (few degrees). For example, different place-
ment of the L2 cache may determine 1/2 C variations of
the hotspots in the die. We show that a floorplan, where
processors are surrounded by the L2 cache, is typically
cooler by 1/2 C. Efficiently handling large caches and
hotspots, as suggested by the data shown in this paper, will
be crucial for a competitive design.
Several other factors, not directly addressed in this paper,
may affect design choices, such as area, yield, and reliability.
These factors may, as well, affect the design choice. At the
same time, orthogonal architectural alternatives such as
heterogeneous cores, L3 caches, and complex interconnects
might bepresent in futureCMPs.Nevertheless, evaluating all
these alternatives is left for future research.
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